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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Negative body perceptions are a major predictor of physical inactivity, a serious health concern. Sensory feedback can be used to
alter such body perceptions; movement sonifcation, in particular,
has been suggested to afect body perception and levels of physical
activity (PA) in inactive people. We investigated how metaphorical
sounds impact body perception and PA. We report two qualitative
studies centered on performing diferent strengthening/fexibility
exercises using SoniBand, a wearable that augments movement
through diferent sounds. The frst study involved physically active
participants and served to obtain a nuanced understanding of the
sonifcations’ impact. The second, in the home of physically inactive participants, served to identify which efects could support PA
adherence. Our fndings show that movement sonifcation based on
metaphors led to changes in body perception (e.g., feeling strong)
and PA (e.g., repetitions) in both populations, but efects could differ according to the existing PA-level. We discuss principles for
metaphor-based sonifcation design to foster PA.

movement sonifcation, sensory feedback, auditory body perception, multimodal interfaces, interaction styles, physically inactive
population
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1

INTRODUCTION

A physically inactive lifestyle is a serious risk factor for health
problems. The World Health Organization (WHO) has reported
that engaging in regular physical activity (PA) reduces the risk of
health disease (e.g., diabetes), physical (e.g., obesity) and psychological (e.g., low self-stem) problems [29, 52]. Efecting behavioral
changes in people to become more physically active has been the
target of technological interventions, such as integrating sensing
devices for PA tracking (e.g., [17, 50]), thus allowing self-monitoring
and goals setting (e.g., [7, 11, 12, 26]), but technological support
provides very limited psychological support. People who struggle
with PA adherence beneft not only from monitoring the quantity
and quality of their PA, but also from becoming more aware of, and
overcoming, psychological barriers, which limit their adherence
and ability to perform PA on their own [16]. Diferent psychological
barriers to PA have been identifed in prior work [29]. In this paper,
we build on it and conduct two studies that center on addressing
an identifed group of critical psychological barriers to PA: negative or distorted body perceptions (e.g., feeling incapable or weak
to perform PA) [5, 20], through the use of metaphorical informed
movement sonifcations.
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Designing technology to tackle psychological barriers related to
body perceptions remains an important research challenge. Prior
work has begun to show that sensory feedback [3, 44, 45], and in
particular sound feedback accompanying movement, can alter body
perception (e.g., [18, 25, 40]). For instance, some of these works
have shown that appropriately altering the perception of naturally
body-produced sounds, such as the footstep sounds produced when
walking, leads to positive perceptions such as feeling lighter or happier [40, 42]. These works exploit bottom-up mechanisms related
to body perception, by which bodily sensory information is continuously being used by our brains to adapt the mental models of our
body, thus allowing to efciently guide our motor interactions [3].
Here, building on [18, 40], we take a diferent and complementary
approach: instead of naturally body-produced sounds, we propose
the use of metaphorical movement sonifcations, which also exploit
bottom-up mechanisms related to body perception; that is, the body
movements produced by a person are mapped into metaphorical
sounds (e.g., a wind sound) which may evoke metaphor-related
changes in the perception of certain body movement qualities (e.g.,
fuidity or fexibility). This may increase the perceived physical
capabilities, ultimately facilitating PA. These potential efects in
body perception are currently unclear, as the metaphorical feedback
is very diferent from the natural bodily feedback we usually receive
when moving, and very few works have investigated this question.
A previous study [18] showed that using metaphorical sounds to
sonify movement of physically inactive people can afect their body
perceptions and movement quality during PA. Yet, an understanding
of how particular sounds characteristics elicited these efects is
missing, as well as an understanding on how the observed efects
may be specifc to physically inactive (vs. active) populations, due
to their particular negative or distorted body perceptions and bodyrelated perceived barriers. [42] showed an inverted efect of altered
body-produced sound in people that wished to have a heavier body
vs. people that wished to be lighter. Further, because that study
[18] was a controlled laboratory study, only looking at short-term
efect, the efects of long exposure to metaphorical sonifcations
are unknown. From an HCI perspective, the use of metaphorical
sounds opens a number of opportunities, including more sounds to
leverage, as well as the possibility to observe a larger range of efects
than those possible by simply leveraging natural body-movement
produced sounds.
Our aim with this work was to understand how metaphorical
sounds afect people’s perception of their body capabilities. Our
focus was on elucidating the efects that particular metaphorical
sonifcations’ qualities and characteristics have on the perception
of people’s own body and their PA. Quantifable impact on changes
in PA, and generating long-term adherence to PA, were out of
the scope of this work and remain as future work. Towards our
aim, we conducted two complementary qualitative studies with
diferent populations to perform strength and fexibility exercises
with SoniBand, a wearable device based on [18, 41] that sonifes
movement through metaphorical sounds. These sounds included
naturalistic-environmental sounds (e.g., Water, Wind) and nonnaturalistic sounds with spatial metaphors (e.g., changes in pitch
associated to movement in the vertical axis). The frst study involved physically active participants recruited in a work setting,
and focused on obtaining a nuanced understanding of the efects
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of the sonifcations’ characteristics on the perception of movement
qualities, and the impact they had on the short-term PA. The second study, a home study carried out subsequently, involved physically inactive participants, people who struggle with PA adherence
in their everyday home context. We focused on exploring how
metaphorical sonifcations afected the perception of their body capabilities. The overarching goals of this research were: 1) to obtain
a rich and nuanced understanding of the metaphor-based sonifcations’ impact and of their characteristics on movement perception
and PA based in both contexts (work and home); 2) to investigate
the impact of these sonifcations on physically inactive people in
home exercising; 3) to understand how the efect of sonifcations
may vary across the two populations (physically active and inactive)
and the rationale for such diferences.
Our results show that SoniBand’s metaphorical sonifcations
elicited similar positive efects in both populations, such as increasing the sense of movement fuidity and of being in control of their
own body movement when exercising; and increasing their movement endurance. At the same time, it also highlighted diferences
in how the characteristics of the sounds afected both populations,
for instance in terms of perceived efort and strength.
Our work presents three main contributions:
• the wearable device, SoniBand, which advances early prototypes ([18, 41]) with a version that can be used in ubiquitous
environments and a new form of sonifcation;
• insights on how body perception and PA were afected by
diferent metaphorical sounds in two diferent populations,
uncovering similarities and discussing diferences in light of
prior work; and
• a set of design considerations to inform future research on
metaphorical sonifcations to afect PA.
We also make an additional methodological contribution with
regards to the use of body maps, a known method for sensitizing in
body-based design research (e.g., [10, 19, 27, 47, 49]): we employed
body maps as an inquiry tool to facilitate interviews, and created
novel contextual body maps.
These contribute to the body of work on altering body perception
through sensory feedback, and in particular, through movement
sonifcation (e.g., [18, 25, 37, 40, 42]).

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Technologies for Monitoring and
Motivating Physical Activity (PA)
Previous research on interactive technology has explored how technology can be used to support PA in diferent ways, some of them
combining movement tracking, goal setting, or feedback on PA [12].
Such research has followed two main approaches:
Provide feedback on performance: this approach is focused
on monitoring PA for measuring and encouraging PA in users
through smartphone apps and sensors [17, 46, 51]. For example, “activPAL” uses an accelerometer to measure the walking cadence and
steps, and identify if the subjects are sitting, standing, or walking
[26]. Its aim was to validate the feasibility and accuracy of the movement to estimate time in activity intensity categories (sedentary,
light, and moderate-to-vigorous PA).
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Goal setting-behavior: this approach utilizes challenges, objectives, or rewards for motivating and increasing adherence when
performing physical activities [7, 11, 12, 26]. For example, mobile
apps that support planning by prompting the user to make plans
about when they will perform PA [7]. Likewise, a study showed that
combining motion tracking, rewards, and feedback increases PA in
physically active adults [26]. The subjects used a pedometer and
received daily step goals; when participants reached their step goal,
they received a message as the reward of their achievement. Results
showed an increase/decrease in their performance according to the
type of feedback or motivational messages [26].
These studies suggest that when devices (e.g., sensors or smartphones) are combined or accompanied by interactive apps with
goal settings or rewarding feedback [50], these can be efective
tools to provide information (e.g., amount of PA or intensity) and
also to encourage engagement and motivate PA.
On the other hand, the above-mentioned technologies mostly
focus on providing quantitative feedback on PA (e.g., amount of
PA, or goals achieved); when this information is presented to the
users, they may become aware of their low level of PA. For instance,
in [24] the feedback received was once in response of the daily
report or during a weekly face-to-face meeting; even when the
feedback seems to be successful getting step goals and increasing
PA. However, PA decreased when feedback is removed. Physically
inactive people that are aware of their activity levels may still
feel incapable of changing behavior by themselves [16, 17]. These
technologies do not focus on helping physically inactive people to
overcome their psychological barriers and physical limitations, nor
focus on motivating progress, movement endurance or creating
personally rewarding experiences. Consequently, people with low
PA levels fnd it challenging to achieve long-term adherence, as
highlighted in [14, 16]. To address this gap, we considered works
that, by focusing on psychological needs or barriers that prevent PA
adherence, highlighted a relation between PA and body perception
(e.g., capability, strength) [2, 28]. Through this research, we propose
to act on the psychological needs related to body perception by
investigating how sensory feedback, and in particular metaphorical
sound characteristics, can be brought into movement sonifcation to
impact the perception of body and PA, rather than just monitoring
the amount of activity.

2.2

Movement Sonifcation to Afect Body
Perception

Neuroscientifc research has shown that sensory feedback can be
used to induce changes in body perception ([3,44]). Sound, and in
particular the altering of the sounds that our body naturally produces when moving and interacting with surfaces, has been proven
to be an efcient sensory channel to induce such changes in body
perception. For instance, altering the spatial location of the sounds
produced when tapping a hand on a surface can result in perceiving
and acting as if one’s arm was longer [14]. The alteration of one’s
perceived body may in turn have an efect on motor behavior and
PA capabilities. For example, recent studies showed that altering
the natural footsteps sounds produced by a person walking can
make the person feel slimmer and lighter and adapt their walking
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behavior; if the person is exercising (i.e., using a gym step or climbing stairs), they will report that the exercise is easier, that they are
less tired and that they can go faster [40, 42]. While these works
focused on altering the natural sounds produced by the body as a
source of body alteration, an alternative approach to change body
perception could be employing movement sonifcation.
Movement sonifcation is an approach broadly defned as the use
of sound within a body–computer interface (e.g., a wearable device
tracking movement) to provide information about the interaction
itself to help refning the activity. Movement sonifcation has been
used successfully for motivating, informing, and guiding people on
their movement during sports or general PA [6, 24, 32] and rehabilitation [25, 34, 38]. These works use sounds to provide the users
with information about their body movement, such as when the
beginning and the end of the movement occur, or to inform about
their movement trajectory. Various works have investigated the
characteristics of the sonifcation to enhance its efect on movement. For example, focused on people who struggle to perform
PA, [24] investigated how stable (i.e., where the sonifcation is musically resolved) and unstable (i.e., musically unresolved) sounds
accompanying squat movement would impact on the perception
of the movement; results showed that participants felt a stronger
sense of achievement in the completeness of the movement with the
stable sound and were more motivated to do more repetitions with
the unstable sound. Further, another study exploring the efect of
sonifcation for stroke rehabilitation, showed that the use of sound
characterized by discrete intervals and timbre from instrumental
sound improved the control of arm positions related to proprioception [34]. Similarly, in an earlier work the use of discrete but
varying tone-based sonifcation showed to increase body movement
awareness in people sufering from chronic pain, which in turn
helped to address their anxiety during general PA [38]. Such studies
are just some of the critical examples of how, if carefully designed,
movement sonifcation has indeed the power to enhance body and
movement awareness, self-efcacy and motivation towards PA [31].
The common factor in these studies is the use of specifc sound
characteristics as sensory information on body movement to lead
or help the movement.
A previous related study [18] with inactive people employed a
system integrating a pair of shoes with pressure and movement
sensors and featured several gesture-sounds conditions to accompany thigh stretch and walking exercises. This was a controlled
laboratory study whose aim was to evaluate if the movement sonifcation afects body perception, movement behavior, and emotional
state, due to a single exposure to these sonifcations. The sounds
employed were metaphorical sounds (i.e., sounds of water, wind,
crushing a can or mechanical gears) as well as artifcial tone-sounds,
which were used to control for the efect of simply hearing a sound
while moving. The results confrmed the efect of the “metaphor”
conditions vs. the control conditions in feelings of body weight;
feelings of being less tired and more in control; or feelings of being
more comfortable, motivated, and happier. This work opened opportunities for the design of wearable technologies and interventions
in inactive populations, building on the meaning and characteristics
of metaphorical sonifcations and bottom-up sensory mechanisms
to alter body perception. In particular, this prior work suggests that
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Figure 1: (1) User interface of the web application; (2) R-IoT with battery, and Raspberry Pi Zero with portable battery; (3-4)
examples of a participant using the sonifcation band, when it was placed on their thigh (3) for squat, arm (4) for lateral raise
(photos taken by the participants), and an example of calibration in which the start exercise position (5a) and end position
(5b) are recorded and stored.
metaphorical sonifcations could be used to alter body and movement perception and increase PA in physically inactive populations.
This prior work [18] focused on quantifying the sound efects
in the exercise performed, as measured by sensors, as well as the
efects in a limited set of predetermined body feelings measured by
a questionnaire. Yet, a better understanding and surfacing of how
the metaphorical sounds characteristics help to produce the efects
is missing, which limits our understanding of how to build such
sonifcations in relation to people perceptions of themselves and
of their capabilities. We propose to investigate how metaphorical
sounds, and in particular their characteristics, lead to changes in
body perception, impact on movement and facilitate PA. We will
do so while also studying how efects hold over time, with more
exposures, and difer between active and inactive populations and
context of use.

where would work best to place the SoniBand during the exercises.
That is, to capture the angular movement characterizing the specifc exercises, and to know where would be more comfortable the
SoniBand to wear.

4

4.1
3

SYSTEM DESIGN: SONIFICATION BAND

In order to investigate the efect of metaphorical sounds on body
perception and PA, we developed SoniBand, a wearable device
based on [18, 41], but which we adapted to be more compact and
ubiquitous. The device consists of a wearable band with integrated
movement sensors and a smartphone, both connected to a Raspberry Pi Zero (a small board computer), and a specially developed
web application implemented using Node.js to sonify the detected
movement angle.
The wearable band (see Figure 1) is a self-locking band equipped
with a hand-sewn cloth pocket containing a wireless emitter (BITalino R-IoT embedding a 9-axis Inertial Motion Unit (IMU) digitized
at 16 bits). The band wirelessly transmits data using WiFi, to the
Raspberry Pi Zero, which generates the movement sonifcation
in real-time and stores the data. The Raspberry Pi Zero can be
controlled using a web browser, for example using a smartphone.
This allows for setting-up various gesture-sound mappings (i.e.,
sonifcations) through a graphical user interface, and for calibrating
the device to the range of movement to be sonifed for a specifc
person. This requires registering the confguration of the body part
to be sonifed at the start (minimum movement angle) and at the
end of the movement (maximum movement angle).
Wearability: Prior to the studies with the participants two authors explored the wearability of the prototype (SoniBand), trying
diferent combinations of movement, sounds, and limbs to locate

METHODS

This paper presents two qualitative studies with diferent populations that engaged in exercising with the Sonifcation Band (SoniBand) and various sound conditions. The research was approved by
the Ethics Committees at Universidad Carlos III de Madrid and University College London. In this section, we present the metaphorical
sonifcations used, the common materials and exercises employed
in both studies, and procedural particularities of each study in
individual sub-sections.

Sound Conditions

To explore the impact and efects of metaphorical sounds with a
variety of meaning and sound characteristics, we designed fve different movement-sound conditions for SoniBand: “Wind”, “Water”,
“Mechanical”, “Tone” and “Beep”, which are briefy described in Table 1 below. These sonifcations were meant for repetitive physical
exercises. “Wind”, “Water” and “mechanical” sonifcations were
based on [18, 41]. “Wind” aims to build on feelings of movement
fuidity, efortless speed and agency, based on [18]. “Water” aims
to build on feelings of movement fuidity together with efortless
weight [38] as well as to increase pleasant feelings and calm, based
on [25, 30]. “Mechanical" aims to enhance control/proprioception,
based on [38].
These three sonifcations (Wind, Water, Mechanical) were used
both in Study 1 and 2. Then, in the AP Study we decided to include
a new sonifcation, which we named “Tone”, to test the potential
efect of triggering a sound that “pulls the body”, drawing on the
well-documented capacity of dynamic changes in pitch to elicit
impressions of motion along the vertical plane [41]. We hypothesized that this sound may encourage continuation and enhance
the sense of agility, speed and capability to perform the movement.
While this sound revealed some relevant efects (as shown later in
results), we decided not to include it in the study with physically
inactive people, to include instead a fat tonal sound, which we
named “Beep” sound, without this “pulling the body” efect. The
aims were to use this sound as a control (or baseline) sound for
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Table 1: Overview of the characteristics of each sound. The table ofers a general description of the sound and states how the
sound was designed to address psychological barriers to PA related to self-body perceptions which have been reported in the
literature [29] based on the efects found in[17,34,37,48,49,50].
Sound

Description

Psychological barriers to PA addressed (based on
previous fndings)

Water

Continuous sound of running water, plays during the whole
movement with a “splash” sound (with diferent timbre) at 10%
after the start/end position.

Wind

Continuous fltered pink noise sound, imitating wind sounds,
plays uninterrupted throughout the whole movement,
changing in frequency (from 600 to 1100 Hz peak frequency) in
relation to angular movement.

Mechanical

Discrete sound similar to rusty gears that plays throughout the
movement with gradual changes in frequency (700 – 1100 Hz)
and speed as it gets closer to the two calibrated start/end points
of the movement.

Tone

A sound akin to a spring (tonal sound with fast-incremental
change in frequency, from note C5 to C6), that plays a short
time (0.9s) at the start/end calibrated positions.

Beep

Flat tone with frequency of 440 Hz (sine wave) that plays only
for a short time at the start/end calibrated positions.

-Perception of poor ftness status and
dissatisfaction with perceived body appearance:
e.g., low level of ftness [29] or not able to move
faster [38] (“Water” afected sense of lightness,
speed, agility, fexibility and body fuidity in [18]);
- negative emotional state [29] (“Water" elicited
feelings of playfulness and calmness in [18])
Perception of poor ftness status [29] (“Wind”
afected sense of fexibility, speed and body fuidity
in [18]); lack of sense of control and confdence in
one’s body, lack of self-efcacy [29] (information
on angular movement increased both in [33, 38])
-Lack of sense of progress and achievement; lack of
sense of control and confdence in one’s body, lack
of self-efcacy [29] (discrete information on
angular changes was shown to enhance sense of
achievement, self-efcacy and sense of control in
[38])
-Perception of poor ftness status (e.g., agility) [29]
and sense of "feeling stuck" (i.e., not able to initiate
movement) [35](explore potential efect of
triggering a sound that “pulls the body” [43]).
None (used as a “control” or baseline sound)

participants to compare with the other “metaphorical” sounds and
helping them to reveal the efects of the properties of “metaphorical”
sounds, thus controlling for the possible efect of simply hearing a
sound while performing the same movement.
Each of these sonifcations presented potential efects from previous research [18, 41], with particular sound characteristics (e.g.,
timbre, frequency) and metaphorical qualities (e.g., “pulling the
body” efect in Tone). Particular sound characteristics were chosen to ensure that the metaphorical quality would be perceived,
and both were designed to address psychological barriers in the
literature [29] related to negative, or distorted self-body perceptions. Table 1 briefy describes the characteristics and metaphorical
qualities of each sonifcation, as well as how it is designed to address psychological barriers. In the Supplementary Material we
provide a more detailed table A with further information on the
sound-movement structure of each sound.

4.2

Materials and Exercise selection

Materials: participants were identifed as physically active/inactive
based on the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ)
[13]. Further, Body Maps were used to facilitate ad-hoc refection on
bodily experiences. Body Maps usually consist of a body silhouette
and a list of items (e.g., emotions, felt sensations), to encourage

participants to link items that apply to their experience to the silhouette, e.g.: connect an item and a body part. The maps in both studies
included 9 items of body properties based on [21, 45] with the option
to add new properties. 5 items related to body perception: strength
(strong/weak), stress (tense/relaxed), fexibility (fexible/stif), lightness (heavy/light), pleasantness (pleasing/unpleasing). The other 4
items related to body movement: fuidity (fuid/not fuid), agility
(agile/not agile), movement control (in control/not in control), and
speed (slow/quick). Participants could also interpretatively draw
on top of the silhouette, or highlight other perceptions, not on the
list of items.
Exercise Selection: Our selection of exercises is based on guidelines to do more PA by the UK National Health Service (NHS) [22],
which recommend a general warm-up and diferent programs of
activity. We focused on the general warm-up and the strength,
fexibility exercises as in [18] and due to the little space that participants had performing the exercise in their rooms. Participants start
with the general warm-up, and continue with the strength and the
fexibility program, in this order but with the freedom to select by
themselves one exercise of each program. For the general warm-up,
we chose heel lifts and bend-and-stretch exercises as they focus
on building cardiorespiratory condition, coordination and balance
and prepare the body for subsequent exercises. From the strength
program, we chose upper body (lateral raises), lower body (leg
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Table 2: Summary table comparing the two studies, Study 1 active people (AP), Study 2 inactive people (IP), in terms of participants, sounds explored, types of movements performed, number of repetitions and methods of data collection.
Participants

Sound

Exercise selection

Nªof
repetitions

Methods

Study 1
(AP)

7 physically active
people (AP)

Water, Wind,
Mechanical,
and Tone

Leg lifts, squats, and step-ups

>= 3 reps

Study 2
(IP)

5 physically
inactive people
(IP)

Water, Wind,
Mechanical,
and Beep

Warm-up (heel lifts, bend-and-stretch).
Strength (lateral raises, leg lifts, knee lifts,
squats, step-ups). Flexibility (thigh stretch,
side arm raise)

2 and 3 sets
of 15 reps

Contextual body
maps; discussions,
semi-structured
interview
Diary, body maps,
weekly
semi-structured
interviews

lifts, knee lifts) and full body (squats and step-ups) exercises. These
exercises aim at developing coordination, balance and muscular
strength and cardiorespiratory endurance through repetition. From
the fexibility program, we chose thigh stretch balance, and side
arm raise exercises to increase the range of movement in the joints,
proprioception, agility, and balance in the case of thigh stretch.
Exercises used for each study are detailed in the dedicated study
sections.

4.3

Studies

We present our two studies in detail in their corresponding subsections, focusing on the participants, the sounds employed, the
exercises featured in each, procedural aspects of the study, and data
gathering methods. Table 2 provides an overview summary that
compares both studies.
4.3.1 Study 1: Physically Active People Study. The frst study with
physically active people (referred to as AP Study, Table 2), aimed to
obtain a nuanced understanding of the efects of the sonifcations’
characteristics on the perception of movement qualities, and the
impact they had on the immediate PA. The study involved 7 participants (age range=25-32; 3 female and 4 male adults) recruited in a
UCLIC department, who participated is three 45’ sessions, spread
over a month. They were recruited through convenience sampling
from the researcher’s pool of contacts at University College London. 7 participants scored high levels of PA in the IPAQ (>1500
METS/week of vigorous activity alone; or >3000 METS/week any
type of activity combined).
Exercise Selection: The AP study featured only exercises from
the strength program (leg lifts, squats, and step-ups), as the other
two exercise programs were deemed very basic and easy for an
active population, which might lead to non-adherence or lower
interest in the study due to lack of challenge.
Use of Body Maps: In the AP study, we used a contextual Body
Map (see Figure 2), which features a printed silhouette of the body
performing a specifc exercise, to further support and ground the
participant refection on the impact of the sonifcation in the very
movement they had performed. The silhouette shape is intended
to enable participants to better ground particular perceptions and
feelings to specifc body parts or exercise phases. We used the Body
Map as a situated inquiry and probe tool, encouraging participants

to fll it up and draw on it as they refected aloud on their experience. We used the participants’ drawings to ask oral questions and
maintain a discussion with the participants about their experience
on the exercise and the sonifcation.
Study procedure: Each participant engaged 3 times during their
work hours, in a 45-minute session each time, with the researcher.
Rather than randomizing the order of exposure to sound conditions,
it was decided to add a new sound at each session and to remove
one to keep the number of conditions limited as illustrated in Table 3. Sounds were added at each session according to their level
of complexity, which is here defned as whether the sonifcation
carries information about 1) the movement trajectory and 2) the
movement range covered. For example, Wind was considered the
less complex in structure as there were no changes in the sound
characteristics other than the increase in frequency. Mechanical
was similar to Wind, but was discrete and presented changes in
frequency and speed. Water was instead considered more complex
as it was formed by two diferent phases, the splash and the water
stream. It also carries a more direct perceptible link (the splash)
between the amount of movement performed. This incremental
exposure to more informative sound was done to ensure that the
analysis of the impact of a simpler sound would not be shadowed by
the one created by more informative ones. Finally, the Tone sound
condition was added to highlight the start and ending positions
of an exercise and with extra information of impulse. Tone was
used as tones have been extensively used in exercise sonifcation to
provide points of references for correct execution [48]. We wanted
to use it to trigger more insights in the participants in thinking
about the information and sensation carried by the positive efect of
the metaphorical quality attached to this sound (“impulsing/pulling
the body”).
In each session participants performed 1 or 2 exercises with the
diferent sonifcations selected with the aim of exploring the efect
of those sounds and their characteristics in depth, and incrementally
through the session eliciting further insights by comparing sounds.
Out of all the exercises, the 7 participants chose squats and step-ups.
For each selected exercise, the researcher calibrated the device
on the participant. The starting and ending calibration positions
for each exercise are shown in Figure 1. The participant was then
encouraged to perform at least 3 repetitions with each selected
sound condition, so participants experienced the sound more than
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Table 3: Summary of the sounds presents in each session. When the “No sound” version was optional, all participants except one chose to do it anyhow, as they reported that it allowed them to better understand and articulate the efects of the
sonifcations.
Session

Sound conditions

Session 1

No sound + Wind (to allow participants to familiarize themselves with the exercises without the sound and
experience one of the sounds in depth)
No sound (optional) + Wind + Mechanical (to allow participants to relive one of the sounds and add a new one)
No sound (optional) + Mechanical + Water (to allow participants to experience again the latter added sound and add
a new one) + Tone

Session 2
Session 3

Figure 2: Two flled Contextual Body Maps, one depicting how the Tone sound has afected P3-AP’s body perceptions during
step-ups; the other depicting the same for the Mechanical sound during P7-AP’s squats.
once. After each sound condition, participants were asked to refect
on their experience and the efects of the sonifcation on their own
body perception by completing a contextual Body Map (see Figure
2) and discussing it with the researcher. At the end of each session,
with all the sound conditions performed, we engaged in a fnal semistructured interview (see Supplementary Material for questions) in
which we presented the participant with all the Contextual Body
Maps they had created and asked them to discuss and compare
their experiences across all the sounds/exercises of that session.
The whole session was audio-recorded, and we also kept the flledup Body Maps for analysis.
4.3.2 Study 2: Physically Inactive People Study. The second study
with physically inactive people (as IP Study, Table 2), was carried
out partially overlapping to Study 1 and focused on identifying
potential benefts of sonifcation and efects of the associated sound
characteristics on people who struggle with PA adherence over time
in their everyday context. It involved 5 physically inactive people
(age range=18-44, 1 female, 4 male) who engaged in a 2-week long
home study. Participants were recruited at Universidad Carlos III
de Madrid and selected based on scoring moderate-low levels of PA
on the IPAQ questionnaire (1290>METS/week>300) [13] and their
availability for the study (1 hour/day for 2 weeks).
Exercise selection: Participants started with basic exercises
(warm-up) followed by strength and fexibility exercises, in this
order but with the freedom of performing the exercise they like
for each program, as described above (section 4.2). Over the course
of the study, each participant performed several exercises daily
choosing from each program: warm-up program: heel lifts or bend
and stretch; strength program: lateral raises (90ºarm angle), leg lifts,

knee lifts, or squats; and fexibility program: thigh stretch, and side
arm raise (180ºarm angle).
Use of Body Maps: The IP study featured a simplifed version
of the Body Map used in the AP study and was part of the documentation that participants took home (as presented in Figure 3).
The Body Map was simplifed because the participants had the free
choice about which exercise to perform, so the Body Maps had to
be without exercise contextualization. This was also to avoid that
people may perceived the exercise to be above their capabilities
(e.g., representation of a standard squat).
Study procedure: After receiving training on how to position
and calibrate the wearable for each exercise, participants engaged in
daily 1-hour sessions at their home. They performed the exercises
with the diferent sound conditions. In particular, participants were
asked to select one exercise from each program, every day, starting
with a warm-up exercise and one of the 4 sounds for the exercise.
Depending on the exercise, participants wore the device on their
ankle/thigh/arm. After calibrating the device for each movement
by selecting the minimum and maximum movement position, they
performed between 2 and 3 sets of 15 repetitions in each exercise.
After each set, they took a rest while they answered the diary and
the Body Map according to their body feelings during the exercise.
They were asked to then perform a second set of 15 repetitions,
and then a third set if they felt able to. The same procedure was
repeated with the strengthening and fexibility programs. After
each set, if they wanted, they were allowed to change the sound
and hence practice with diferent sounds as they pleased or felt
more appropriate.
At the end of each week of the AP study, they engaged in a
semi-structured interview (1 hour) on their experience of using the
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Figure 3: Examples of how a participant (P5-IP) uses the Body Map to refect on their sense of fuidity drawing a continuous
line for the squat exercise (left) and the bend & stretch exercise (right).
sonifcation band during the week. First, the diary was reviewed
to discuss the participants’ thoughts and refections during the
week. Second, the Body Maps were discussed to understand what
they really felt about with each body property. Third, we asked
participants about their refections on the efect of sound on their
exercise and body, and about the sound characteristics or properties
that helped them to perform the movement. Finally, participants
were asked to compare movements and sounds, for example, “which
sound worked better with which movement?”, “which sound was more
interesting or meaningful for you? And why?”.

4.4

Data Analysis

For both studies, we used a qualitative approach to analyze the
participants’ interviews, Body Maps and in the case of the IP study,
their diary. The interview data were analyzed using thematic analysis [4]: we frst transcribed all interviews and familiarized ourselves
with the data. We coded the transcribed data deductively, using
the items featured in the Body Maps as codes. Simultaneously, we
also performed an inductive, open coding, identifying new codes
that included new bodily perceptions (e.g., “being grounded”), experiential qualities (e.g., “playful”), and the impact of sonifcation
on the PA itself (e.g., fostering movement endurance, ofering a
guide on the movement, increasing movement awareness). After
the individual inductive coding by two authors, we shared between
both the new codes and themes, identifying similarities and diferences among them, which we used to update our coding scheme
and analyze the data again. Afterwards, we performed two rounds
of axial coding, resulting in salient themes that revolved around
emotions or possible efects of the sounds, characteristics of the
sounds, and which sound worked best for them.
In the AP study, the flled-up Contextual Body Maps were revisited to substantiate and anchor the interview data in particular
body parts or movement sequences; and to fnd possible instances
where an item was selected without being explicitly referred to
during the interview. In the IP study, the diary quotes written by
the participants were transcribed to complement the interview analysis and to understand the body properties that the participants

refected on through the Body Maps, to clarify and understand the
efect of the sound on their body or movement perception.

5

RESULTS

Our results encompass a variety of efects of the sonifcations’ on
the own body perception and the physical activity (PA). We focus
on fndings shared between studies, qualifying diferences among
them, and on critical fndings from the inactive population. We
present them under two overarching themes: impact on body and
movement perception and impact on PA.
Critically, in our studies we also assessed the feelings of agency
over the sound that participants had, as many studies have shown
that the delays between actions and sensory feedback disrupt
agency and diminish the sensory-induced efects in body perception (e.g., [21, 45]). In both of our studies, participants reported that
sounds supported their sense of agency well, with two exceptions.
Participants in the AP Study found that the water splash at the
start and end of the Water (which keeps playing few seconds after
completing the movement) afected their perceived synchronicity
negatively: “[other sounds] were completely in sync with my movement[...] And this one [Water] has a bit more of an after efect. So, I
stopped my movement, but the sound didn’t stop yet, so I didn’t start
my new movement until [it stopped].” [P3-AP]. The Beep sound in
the IP Study was sometimes perceived to play randomly, probably
due to issues during self-calibration in participants’ homes. Participants felt uncoordinated and not in synchrony “(My thoughts
during the exercise were that:) I was uncoordinated because the Beep
sound did not seem to be produced by me.” [P4-IP]. We acknowledge
that this occasional loss of agency over the sounds may have diminished or impacted on the efects on body perception and PA
in some cases that we will highlight in next sections, but that at
the same time they raised some interesting opportunities such as
impact on movement perception and PA.

5.1

Impact on Body and Movement Perception

The sonifcations afected the perception of the body/movement
qualities that were presented to the participants in the Body Maps
(e.g., strong/weak, fexible/stif). We discuss here the qualities that
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were perceived as being more impacted by specifc sounds. See
Table B in the Supplementary Material which presents an overview
of the efects on each quality.
In the Wind sound condition, most of the participants in the IP
Study reported feeling stronger and perceived their movements as
less efortful, noting a change in their emotional state: “I felt strong
with the Wind sound because I feel like it takes no efort to perform
the movement. I felt the sound encouraged me up and helped me to
hold my breath.” [P4-IP]. This efect was also reported with the
Mechanical sound (in most of the participants). One participant
reported feeling less light in the forearm, because he felt he engaged
more his upper arm muscles. This interplay between feeling light
and required efort impacted his perceived strength: “When you
move this (forearm) it will feel like you are moving a (light) load;
I liked the sound, so that’s why (my arm) feels stronger, that is, it
(the sound) motivated me to move, so (the upper arm) felt less light
because it had more strength.” [P1-IP].
In the AP Study, the sonifcations were perceived to impact
strength only in few participants, who reported an impact of the
Water sound and the Wind sound respectively on their perception
of strength during squats. In both cases, this was closely related
to the perceived movement efort: the Wind sound’s frequency
increased, and the Water sound played a splash in the squatting
position (deemed by participants the most efortful point of the
exercise), possible afecting their strength perception: “Since the
sound was quite heavy when I was down, it was feeling as if [I was]
stronger, something in my muscles just by the fact that the sound was
there” (P4-AP).
5.1.1 Impact on Perceived Movement Control. The Wind sound was
perceived by most of the participants in both studies to enhance
the feeling of being in control of their own body and movement. In
the AP study, participants attributed this to the perception that the
Wind seemed to ofer some resistance, as if they moved against it:
“I feel much more in control compared to without the sound. I have
the feeling that I have some force back: when you push something, if
there’s nothing, it’s easy to push it, but if there’s something it gives
you a push back” (P3-AP). In the IP Study, participants attributed
this to the feeling that they were controlling an external object, and
this came together with an increase in the sense of agency: “[it is]
as if you were dominating it [the Wind]. As if you were releasing a
balloon, that you are the one who makes that sound louder” (P1-IP).
Frequency changes of Wind allowed them to feel more in control,
because: “it (Wind) lets me know (about my movement), I moved with
the sound, I started doing the exercise, I already reached the limit and
I could go [further] down” (P5-IP). About half of the participants also
perceived this efect with the Mechanical and Water sounds. With
Mechanical, the efect was attributed to the discrete feedback and
metaphorical evocations: “it seems that every time you make a small
movement, as it sounds like a gear, it actually seems that you are
turning something; so, it seems that you are really controlling the gear.”
(P1-IP). With Water, it was attributed to the splash feedback at
the start/end position: “My movements had more control because
(I hear) the sound of the splash refected me (to hold my position and
control) when I lifted and lowered my leg.” [P4-IP]
In the AP study, the Water sound decreased in some of the participants their sense of movement control, because it negatively
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impacted their sense of agency. A few of them perceived that the
Water sound added a dimension to their movement that did not
match the exercises, e.g., the Water made them feel as if they moved
also in the sagittal plane: “I knew I had to go up and down but for
some reason I started thinking about what was happening [in the
sagittal plane]. It felt [like this] because it was like water, like being
in a bowl, going from one side to the other. [. . .] It doesn’t refect my
movement. I didn’t feel in control”.
5.1.2 Impact on Perceived Movement Fluidity. In both studies, participants related fuidity to how they perceived their movement to
fow in relation to pace and their coordination. The Wind sound
positively impacted the perception of movement fuidity in both
studies (all the participants in the AP Study; most participants in the
IP Study). In both studies, this was attributed to a well-supported
sense of agency, e.g.: “I think the fuid sensation of the perception is
also coming from the synchronization between the movement and the
sound” (P3-AP). In addition, participants in the AP Study attributed
it to the characteristics of the sound (i.e., “ongoing and continuous” P7, “very gradual” P6) and how it evoked the real wind: “it
becomes a little bit more fuid [because] you really relate to the wind;
it goes and comes” (P1-AP). Participants in the IP Study attributed
it to gradual changes in frequency and intensity, the perceived
pace and continuous feedback and pace: “when you move slowly
it sounds a little less ferce, when you move faster or are reaching
the top, it sounds much louder, that is why you feel that it sets the
pace better because it is sounding diferent throughout the movement”
(P1-IP).
The Tone and Beep sounds also supported the feelings of fuidity.
Many participants in the AP Study said that it reminded them
of other fuid movements, e.g.: “when I heard the sound I thought,
frst of all of a ball, because of the bouncing. It felt like quite a fuid
thing, something that I would like to do” (P7-AP). In the IP Study, a
participant related it to the ease of exercise: “I think my movements
were quite coordinated and fuid because this exercise seems easier to
me [with Beep].” [P2-IP].
The Mechanical sound elicited opposite efects between the two
studies. It positively impacted fuidity in some of participants of
the IP Study, because it supported well their coordination and pace
with the sound (e.g., “the sound accompanied me” or “[the sound is]
marking you [your movements] at all time” [P1-IP], even though
the sound was discrete. In the AP Study, all the participants felt
their movement to be less fuid and stifer, which was attributed
to unpleasant metaphorical associations: “it defnitely [negatively]
afects the fuid aspect of it [. . .] I don’t picture my movements to be
like [imitating cranky sound of the mechanical] like a machine [. . .]
that needs some kind fxing” (P1-AP).
Finally, the Water sound also elicited opposite efects between
the two studies. In the IP Study it made most of the participants
feel fexible. This was attributed to metaphorical associations to
real water: “I selected fuid, agile, in control, and light, because as
I tell you, close your eyes and it is like being in water, to a certain
point, it (the sound) is quite credible.” (P3-IP). In the AP Study, the
fact that the Water presented an after-movement efect with the
splash negatively impacted the participants’ fuidity perception: “I
felt I had to wait for the sound [. . .] I felt less fuid, for sure” (P2-AP).
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5.1.3 Impact on Perceived Weight. The Wind sound made most of
the participants in both studies perceive their body as lighter. In
both studies, participants attributed it to connotations of lightness
and its metaphorical associations, e.g.: “you look more like a bird
and you’re fapping.” (P2-IP). In addition, in the IP Study it was also
attributed to the high pitch of the sound in the end position of a
movement: “the “pitch” of the sound helps me keep my arm up. I felt
fexible with Wind and also my body felt lighter and faster.” (P4-IP).
The Mechanical sound had the opposite efect in both studies,
making most of the participants feel heavier. They attributed it to
metaphorical associations to machinery, chains, which are heavy
objects: “I wouldn’t feel light, because of the sound associated is
heavy” (P3-AP). For participants in the IP Study, this added a sense
of tiredness “I feel that my body is much heavier, and it tires me
more.” (P4-IP).
The Tone sound made most of the participants in the AP Study
feel lighter because it “makes me feel like it was a spring”. It made
them think of jumping, as if they were light. The Beep and Water
sounds made most of the participants in the IP Study feel slightly
lighter, due to negative metaphorical associations (e.g., to hospital
machines beeping), desiring to fnish the exercise faster, and therefore increase their movement pace although they did not articulate
how these efects came to be.
5.1.4 Impact on Perceived Movement Efort. The sonifcations impacted the sense of efort only in the IP Study. In the AP Study, it
was not a quality generally perceived to be afected, which may be
attributed to the participants being physically active and hence to
a reduced level of challenge and need for support in performing
the exercise.
In the IP Study, the Water sound, and in particular the “underwater” part of the sound, decreased the participants’ feelings of
efort and increased those of relaxation, due to associations with
being in real water: “I like it because it is less work, when you are
in the water or sitting on the edge (of the pool) with your legs doing
the movement with your foot” (P2-IP). Participants also reported
that it allowed them to distract themselves from the exercise: “The
sound of water ... allowed me to focus on the water and evade my
mind from exercise” (P1-IP). Yet, some participants could perceive
efort if they imagined the water resistance: “I felt like I was trying
harder. It helps me imagine that I am exercising in the water and
ofers resistance. By imagining the resistance of the water, I think I
try harder.” (P4-IP). This was well received: “It’s not like it is more
efortful to do the movement, rather, I noticed that I was trying harder
(to) do [it]” (P4-IP). The Wind and the Mechanical sounds positively
impacted the sense of efort because they were perceived as being
well semantically synchronized, e.g.: “the sound that I liked for this
(bend and stretch) exercise is Wind; the reason is that it goes according
to my efort. It is intense when I make more efort and it decreases
when I reduce efort.” (P5-IP).
5.1.5 Impact on Movement Joy/Pleasure. Moving with the Wind
sound was enjoyable for all the participants in the AP Study, and
most participants in the IP Study. This was attributed by participants to the sound being personally rewarding and ofering “an
enjoyable experience” (P4-AP). Participants in the IP Study found
that there was a sense of pleasure even when the exercise was hard,
due to a well-supported sense of agency: “I am quite satisfed
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with this sound [. . .], because it seems that I can control the intensity
of the air.” (P1-IP).
The Mechanical sound elicited the opposite feelings in both
studies, due to unpleasant metaphorical associations to e.g., rusty
machinery, broken bones, chains: “you look like a broken toy, it’s
okay, but it’s a bit annoying” (P3-IP). Some participants also refected
that they “did not want this sound associated with my movement”
(P1-IP).
The Water sound was well received in the IP Study, and all the
participants reported feeling pleasure. This was attributed to how
the sound elicited feelings of comfort, of relaxation, and of being
capable of performing the exercise: “the relaxation that the Water
causes me makes me feel more agile, more predisposed to do the
exercise, and with more capacity to do [them]” (P3-IP). In the AP
Study, since it was perceived to not support the sense of agency
well, participants found that while the sound was pleasing, its use
in those exercises was not, due to the lateral dimension to the
movement that it added: “I enjoyed the Water, it was a nice sound,
but not for [squats]” (P7-AP).
Doing movements with the Tone sound was reported as pleasurable in the AP Study by all the participants because it was perceived
as playful: “it was pleasing, because it was kind of funny” (P3-AP).
However, doing movements with the Beep sound in the IP Study
was reported as rather unpleasant by all participants, mostly due to
this sonifcation not supporting the sense of agency well, especially
when it was not well calibrated: “I was confused by the Beep sound,
I also felt that I was uncoordinated” (P2-IP). Still, with a proper calibration, most of the participants perceived that the sound made
them hurry up, which they found annoying: “(it is like) an alarm
clock [. . .] gives me a sense of urgency, [. . .] and on top, it’s annoying”
(P1-IP).

5.2

Impact on the Physical Activity (PA)

The sonifcations also afected the PA of the participants. We present
aspects of the PA that were perceived as being more impacted by
specifc sounds, and which relate to movement pace, movement
structure, and movement endurance. Table C in the Supplementary
Material presents an overview of the efects of sonifcations on PA.
5.2.1 Impact on Movement Pace. Sounds that were playing
throughout the whole movement (start/end and movement trajectory), and featured gradual changes (in e.g., frequency, intensity,
or timbre) between the two calibrated positions gave participants
an increased awareness of movement pace (some participants
in AP Study; and all participants in the IP Study), as the sound
changed according to it. The Water and Wind sounds fostered this
efect: “I was defnitely more able to see how fast or slow my movement was” (P4-AP). Participants in both studies also made use of
the sound characteristics above to gauge and adapt the pace of
their movement, e.g.: “I could use [the sound] to gauge the duration
of how long I was staying in the squat [. . .] I could kind of keep that
same duration every time” (P1-IP).
The repetitive nature of the exercises (multiple repetitions) emphasized the cyclic nature of sounds that played without stopping
throughout the movement, such as Wind and Mechanical. Some
participants in both studies said that this allowed them to create
and follow a rhythm, e.g.: “As [Wind] is a continuous sound, you felt
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like you keep it going. [. . .] it’s a sound that doesn’t stop basically, it
has [...] a repetition” [P3-AP]; similar comments were made for the
Mechanical sound in IP Study. In the AP Study, this efect was also
supported by sounds with changes in the two extremes, e.g., with
Tone and Water, knowing what changes in the sound to expect
enabled participants to keep a rhythm: “Even though [the sound]
wasn’t continuous, like the Wind, I could have the expectation of when
the splash would come, which makes the melody build in my head”
[P6-AP].
5.2.2 Impact on Movement Structure. Sounds that presented gradual changes between the two calibrations, reaching their minimum and maximum at those points (such as Mechanical and Wind
sounds), gave some of the participants in both studies an increased
awareness of the start and end of movement: “whenever I got
the sound at the end, I knew that [I’m at the end]. [...] It means I’ve
gotten to that point that I said in calibrations” [P5-AP]. Sounds that
only played at the start or end of the movement, such as Beep and
Tone, also fostered this efect. Some participants used this efect to
gauge their movement: “What I did at the beginning was: where
is my benchmark? Where is the maximum [squat] that I can do? [. . .]
It’s like a way of measuring where I should go” (P1-AP). Other participants used it as a guide, to know when to resume their movement:
“[I] go down and when [I] hear that [I’m] done, come back for the next
one” (P5-IP).
Finally, sounds that played during the movement trajectory (such
as Wind and Mechanical) gave participants an increased awareness
of the movement trajectory (most participants in AP Study, a few in
IP Study). With the Mechanical sound, participants could associate
one of the discrete ‘ticks’ to a position in the movement: “this sound
has a clear cut [tick sound], and somehow it gives me a clear sense of
the state of my movement, so I can [map it] to my movement [. . .]
I’m more aware of each stage of the movement” (P3-AP). A continuous sound such as Wind furthered this efect, guiding participant
throughout the movement, as captured by this quote: “[the sound]
guides. I understand the relationship is that the body movement goes
frst and then comes the audio, but somehow, they’re so much in synch
that for your mind, it feels like the audio is helping you guide your
movement” (P2-AP).
5.2.3 Impact on Movement Endurance. Sonifcations that were perceived to be personally rewarding enhanced the participants’ endurance when doing the exercise, making nearly all of them fnish
the set of repetitions they had set for themselves, e.g.: “Water
and Wind, they are the ones I feel most comfortable doing the exercises with, and the ones that motivate me the most to keep doing the
exercise” (P4-IP). Personally rewarding sounds showed potential to
make participants do more repetitions than what they initially
planned on doing: “(Water) motivated me to hit more, to continue
(doing the movement) [. . .] I didn’t feel heavy at all, I could kick more,
I said maybe I have to do 10 more, then I do 10 more.” (P1-IP).
The Mechanical sound, discrete and playing throughout the
movement and presenting changes in frequency and speed, encouraged few participants in both studies to push their boundaries.
This occurred because once the maximum calibration had been
reached, the sound did not stop, but continued playing, inviting the
participants to pursue the movement. As the frequency increased
throughout the movement trajectory, once participants had reached
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the maximum calibrated position, they had the expectation that
the sound would continue to increase in frequency if they pushed
the boundaries of the calibration (e.g., reach lower in the squat):
“pi-pi-pi" sounds, it motivates you more to continue until you see where
the "pi" ends, because you think the "pi" will continue” (P1-IP).

6

DISCUSSION

We discuss similarities and diferences in the reported efects of the
metaphorical qualities on body perception in light to prior work. We
articulate a set of design considerations to inform the future design
work, and conclude by refecting on methodological contributions
and study limitations.

6.1

Similarities Between Populations

The results showed similarities in how participants from both populations perceived that the movement sonifcations (particular characteristics and metaphorical qualities) afected their own body perception and PA.
The Wind sound was arguably the most successful one. It elicited
positive metaphorical qualities for both populations, such as being gently pushed by it; and positively impacted their perceptions of control of their own body, fuidity, weight and joy of
movement [9, 18]. It supported participants in PA increasing their
movement pace awareness, gauging their pace and follow a
rhythm. It also supported them in becoming more aware of their
movement start/end and trajectory, and it ofered them a guide
on the movement. Several participants said that it enabled them to
fnish the set of repetitions during the exercise. These manifold
positive efects are bound to several factors: the sound supported
well the participants’ sense of agency, it was personally rewarding,
participants found a response to their movement and efort that
it enabled positive metaphorical qualities (to wind itself, to fying,
to nature) and its particular characteristics (continuous, sounding
throughout the movement with changes in frequency and intensity)
were perceived to ofer support during PA.
The Mechanical sound negatively afected the perceived weight
and sense of joy, due to negative metaphorical qualities that made
participants perceive their body as a “heavy object”, machinery or
rusty chains. Yet, it enabled positive body perceptions and efects in
both populations, such as encouraging participants to push their
movement boundaries, because of its sound characteristics (discrete, sounding throughout the movement and presenting changes
in frequency). This efect aligns with prior research results on the
use of discrete sonifcations [25, 37, 38]. Our results extend those
with additional efects of this type of sound, such as increasing
awareness of movement start/end and trajectory.
In both studies, the two tonal sounds, Tone and Beep, positively
impacted fexibility and weight. For the Tone, these efects were
mostly due to the positive metaphorical qualities that the sound
elicited (e.g., “pulling the body”). For the Beep, it was the opposite:
negative metaphorical qualities (e.g., to hospital machines beeping)
made participants increase their movement pace, as they reportedly
desired to fnish the exercise faster. Yet, this increase in pace made
them in turn feel more fexible and less heavy. These sounds enabled
participants to become aware of their movement start and end,
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which is related to their sound characteristics (only playing at the
calibrated start/end), which aligns with prior research [24, 25].

6.2

Diferences Between Populations

Importantly, the results surfaced positive efects of the metaphorical
qualities on PA and body perception in the inactive population that
were not present in the active one.
The efects on the perception of efort and strength were affected in the IP study, but not in the AP study. We attribute this
to the fact that for the physically active participants, the AP study
set-up (i.e., performing few repetitions with each sound) did not
last enough to allow them to experience an efortful workout– as
they were all used to train in substantially more strenuous activities
in their everyday life, as refected in the results of the IPAQ. Their
baseline physical ftness and strength potentially prevented them
to perceive any efect from the sonifcations in that regard, as it
has in the physically inactive people. In terms of PA, the physically
inactive participants reportedly engaged in more PA during the IP
study duration than in their everyday life, and some sonifcations
encouraged them to increase their movement endurance (e.g., fnish
the repetitions); as such, their efort increased. Moreover, sometimes when they performed the movement, they were focused on
the sounds, in what sonifcations evoke or in how the sonifcation
characteristics refect their efort; as such, sonifcation helped to
evade the mind of the exercise. Therefore, the sonifcations lowered
their perceived efort and increased their perceived strength.
The Water sound afected positively movement control and
fuidity in the IP study, but not in the AP study. We attribute this
to diferences in physical skills. The Water after-efect (lingering
splash sound) was perceived by both populations to slow down
their pace. For the physically inactive participants, slowing down
together with positive metaphorical qualities associated to nature
and bodies of water (as reported in the interviews), which enabled
the perception of being immersed in real water. A previous study
[38] mentioned how water evokes on participants spontaneously
swimming movements; this linked to specifc exercises in our work
(e.g., side arm raise). This, in turn, extends how in both studies
the Water sound made participants feel more relaxed and comfortable with the movement, and distracted them from the exercise.
We contend that this may have supported well the perception of
being in control of their own body and movement, as well as of
moving with fuid movements. Yet, for the physically active participants, the slowing down prevented them from keeping their
normal pace (i.e., they felt forced to wait for the sound to pass
before resuming the exercise). Some participants reported that they
perceived metaphorical qualities that we did not consider during
design, such as Water adding a lateral dimension to their movement
(i.e., they perceived a lateral movement in exercises that mostly
featured upwards/downwards movements, such as squats). While
most participants deemed it a negative perception, it could be interesting to explore further this novel efect on the movement space,
in exercises that can leverage it positively.
The Mechanical sound positively afected the feelings of movement fuidity and coordination in the IP Study, but not in the
AP study. We attribute this to diferences in physical skill and
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movement awareness. For both populations, the sound elicited negative metaphorical qualities that we did not consider during design,
such as thinking of their body as a cranky machinery, or breaking
limbs – which was enough for the active participants to report their
movement as less fuid. For the inactive population, however, participants perceived specifc sound characteristics (discrete, sounding
throughout the movement with gradual changes in intensity and
frequency), to positively impact their proprioception during the
exercise, which in turn made them feel more coordinated, and fuid
[25, 36, 38]. We contend that this might be due to people with low
PA confdence needing to know where their body is due to fear of
pain or poor balance [38], and that acknowledgment of what they
are doing can build confdence. Instead, more capable people may
focus on their beauty or grace of their movements, and the chosen
feedback needs to refect that.

6.3

Design Considerations

Results reveal certain trends in how the sonifcation’ qualities and
characteristics impacted the perception of body movement and the
PA. Here, we articulate them as design considerations that synthesize the relationship between certain sound qualities/characteristics
and perceived efects in both our studies, emphasizing those for
the physically inactive population. We aim to ofer directions for
further design/research in sonifcations to increase adherence to
PA.
6.3.1 Afecting Body and Movement Perception. We synthesize the
movement sonifcation efects on body perception, grouped under
four sonifcation considerations (i.e., being personally rewarding,
supporting well sense of agency, positive/negative metaphorical
associations, and particular sound characteristics). The efects were
often shared between populations, but what enabled them sometimes difered.
Personally rewarding: sounds that were personally rewarding positively afected the feeling of joy in movement for both
populations. For the physically inactive population, they increased
their feelings of strength and decreased the perceived efort.
Yet, what was considered personally rewarding sometimes varied
among both populations: for the physically active population, it
often related to personal preferences and sounds being perceived
as playful (e.g., Tone). This relates to a previous fnding that musicbased sonifcations encourage continuation in people with chronic
pain [25]. For the physically inactive population, personally rewarding sounds were those which were natural and fostered feelings
of comfort and relaxation (e.g., Water, Wind) as in [18], and which
ofered a distraction from the exercise (e.g., Water). This relates
to previous studies [25, 38] that mention that water could be used
to stretch on stressful days and to distract from pain. Sounds that
made participants confused or gave them a sense of urgency were
not deemed as personally rewarding (e.g., Beep). Beep was used in
previous work that suggested future research to study the sound
efects of longer exposure to it [6], as it had a notable efect over
the body perception. In other cases, the beep’s tone and structure
might be negatively perceived by the inactive population, given
that it does not aford any positive metaphorical association, and
participants only feel hurried – on top of not enjoying the exercise
per se [6, 32].
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Sense of agency: sounds that supported well a sense of agency
(e.g., Wind) increased feelings of strength and fuidity in both
populations. For the physically inactive population, these sounds
enhanced feelings of joy when moving and the feeling of being
in control of their body. When the sense of agency was not well
supported (e.g., unsynchronized), the feelings of joy and control
decreased for both populations. Prior work has shown that a sense
of agency is needed to evoke changes in body perception (e.g., [39,
45] ). Our results extend those by showing specifc body perceptions
that can be elicited if the sense of agency is respected.
Metaphorical association: sounds that fostered metaphorical associations with positive imagery, feelings or situations (e.g.,
Wind), increased the sense of being lighter and of movement fuidity in both populations. This was shown in previous work [9],
which showed efects of perceived movement fuidity, energy and
expressivity, but we contribute the results related to the sense of
speed (fast/slow). For the inactive population, these associations
also resulted in perceiving more in control of their body and that the
exercise was less efortful (e.g., Water). Associations to negative
imagery decreased feelings of joy and the sense of movement
fuidity in both studies. However, in a particular case (Mechanical) although the sound elicited negative feelings, it did increase
the feelings of movement fuidity and coordination, while it also
increased the feelings of being heavier. This result allows a better understanding of previous results by showing that this sound
brings together a sense of heaviness and of muscles working hard
[18].
Particular sound characteristics: sounds that presented gradual changes in intensity and frequency and that played throughout
the movement trajectory (i.e., Wind and Mechanical) increased
the feelings of movement fuidity in both populations, as in [9].
For the inactive population, the high frequency of the Wind underpinned feelings of being lighter; and the discrete Mechanical
sound playing throughout the movement enhanced the sense of
being in control [25, 41]. The latter fnding extends previous work
with this sound [18], showing that it led participants to perform
their movement slower, which researchers related to an enhanced
sense of control/proprioception.
6.3.2 Afecting the Physical Activity (PA). We synthesize below
the efects of particular sound characteristics on the PA, grouped
under fve sonifcation considerations. Table 4 summarizes what
characteristics underpin particular efects.
Sonifying the whole movement through gradual changes:
in both our studies, sounds that sonifed the entirety of the movement (i.e., they played both during the movement trajectory and
kept playing during the start and end calibrated positions) and
clearly signaled the angular changes between the start and end
body positions through changes in frequency, intensity, speed or
timbre, positively impacted the participant’s awareness on the
movement pace and their ability to use the sonifcation to gauge
and adapt their pace and create and follow a rhythm. These
fndings relate to [32], a study on the efects of sonifcation of rowing movements which suggested that one of the reasons for the
observed improvement in the rhythm of the crew was the change in
pitch and intensity of the sonifcation. However, in that study they
did not go in depth about how the sounds characteristics altered
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the movement behavior. Our work extends that work by linking
particular sound characteristics to movement characteristics.
Sonifying the movement trajectory through gradual
changes: sounds that sonifed the angular changes during the
movement trajectory with changes in frequency, intensity and
speed (i.e., Mechanical, Wind) positively impacted the participants’ awareness on the movement process, as in [38] where
these musical sonifcations aim to concurrently announce progress
in home activities. This was particularly successful with discrete
sounds, because participants could better discriminate between
phases of the sound, and relate a specifc point of the movement trajectory to them. Continuous sounds presenting these characteristics
were perceived to ofer a global guide on the movement process,
almost fostering the movement rather than providing feedback on
specifc points within the trajectory.
Signaling the movement start and end: sounds that were
able to clearly signal the start and end of an exercise positively
impacted the participant’s awareness of, and ability to gauge, their
movement at those points. This signaling came to realize through
two ways: 1) sounds that played throughout the whole movement
and which changes in frequency, intensity and speed reached their
maximum and minimum values at those calibrated points; and 2)
sounds that only played at the calibrated positions. This extends
previous works that highlighted that endings are needed to increase
movement reward and self-efcacy in stroke rehabilitation and
populations with chronic pain [18, 30, 38].
Extending the sonifcation in time: discrete sounds that only
played at the start or end of the exercise (i.e., water’s splashes, tone),
but kept playing some seconds after the participant had reached
that position, created the impression in participants that they had to
wait for the sound to end prior to resuming the exercise [38]. This
slowed down the participants’ pace, and subsequently increased
their perceived efort. Discrete sounds that played throughout
the whole movement (i.e., mechanical), presenting changes in frequency and speed, but that did not stop playing once the maximum
calibrated position had been reached by the participant, encouraged the participants to push the set boundaries (i.e., attempting
to surpass the calibrated positions), which often resulted in more
challenging exercise forms (e.g., squat deeper). This fnding links
to previous work [24] showing that people who struggle in PA
engaged to perform deeper squats with sonifcation where the
start/end position was stable.
Personally rewarding: sounds that were perceived to be such
positively impacted the participant’s willingness and ability to
fnish the set of repetitions of the exercise, as well as to do more
repetitions [24, 38].

6.3.3 Linking Efects on Body/Movement Perception and PA. Our
results surfaced that sounds that were generally not liked by the
participants (e.g., Mechanical in both studies, due to its association
with negative imagery) were nonetheless able to positively impact
their PA (e.g., increase awareness on movement trajectory) due to
their sound characteristics. While ideally both would be obtained
[25, 38] (a well-liked sound with positive efects, as the Wind in
our studies), we have shown that there might not be alignment
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Table 4: Overview of the efects enabled by particular sound characteristics.
Sound Characteristics

Structure
When it
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Changes in:

Movement Pace
Increase Gauge
Aware- &
ness
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Follow
rhythm

Movement Structure
Slow AwarenessGauge AwarenessGuide
down start/end start & proon process
end
cess

Movement Endurance
Push
Finish Do
more
bound- reps
aries
reps

Continuous
Discrete
Trajectory
Start/end
Both
Frequency
Intensity
Speed
Timbre

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

between the two. This requires further investigation on the longerterm efect on movement quality (of PA), and might infuence future
design interventions.
Personally rewarding sounds positively impacted both the body
and movement perception and PA [18]. Yet, what is personally
rewarding can be very individual, and dependent on a myriad of
aspects that range from positive associations being traced to the
sound to the help that it is perceived to ofer. These, in turn, may
depend on the socio-cultural context of the person, their body
capabilities and their emotional states [29]. In future design interventions, there is need to consider how individual factors infuence
efects of sound feedback [42].
Analyzing both populations allowed us to identify shared efects
of the sonifcations. Both the results and the tactics above present
(sometimes) diferences regarding how these efects came to be for
each population. Although future work is needed, we see value
in these shared fndings. That similar sonifcations elicited similar
efects could indicate that what works (or does not work) for one
population may also do so for the other – opening up to explore
the use of metaphorical sonifcations to support the physically
inactive population towards a more physically active lifestyle. Still
the work highlighted some diferences between the two populations
possibly due to diferent physical needs and how such diferent
needs have led the person to focus more on a certain aspect than
other; e.g.: the inactive people perceived the gear-movement of the
Mechanical sound as it contributed to enhance a sense of control
and progression, while the active people did not need such sense
of control given the simplicity of the movement and instead focus
on the misalignment of the metaphor with their fuid movement.
This is in-line with new theories of emotional experience, seeing
emotions as concepts constructed by multiple brain processes and
shaped by factors that characterize people’s previous experiences
and needs [1]. As such it is important to study not just the common
patterns but the variability to better understand the factors that
contribute to the efects of sonifcation that started to emerge in
[23, 42].
These results align with somatic literature in HCI (e.g., [8, 15])
in illustrating that movement and subjective experience intertwine.

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

Personally
rewarding

Our movement is at the core of, and shapes, our subjective experience of the world [15]; and interactive technology has potential to
support and afect people’s own bodily understanding [8, 15]. In
that light, our fndings corroborate that our metaphorical sonifcations enhanced the participants’ sensory appreciation of their own
body: their proprioception and body focus [8, 15]. These fndings
are in line with other, artistic-focused, somatic works (e.g., [8]), in
which providing a non-prescriptive, augmented feedback modality
(sound) enabled participants to make sense of their own bodily
experience. Despite the inherent subjectivity in movement experiences, our results show that participants individually came up with
similar use strategies of the sonifcations (e.g., pacing themselves,
gauging start and end of movement); and experienced similar efects
(feeling the sounds ofered a guide on the movement). This points
towards shared commonalities among individual and subjective
somatic experiences, which emphasizes the potential of our results
to be relevant in other use contexts.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have explored the impact of diferent metaphorical sonifcations on body perception and PA for two populations.
Through two qualitative studies, one with physically active participants over multiple days and one with physically inactive participants in their home, we have identifed several efects enabled by
fve diferent metaphorical sounds present in our wearable device
SoniBand. The main contributions of our work are 1) our wearable device, SoniBand, which brings early prototypes (e.g., [18, 41])
to a compact version to be used in ubiquitous environments, and
includes a new sonifcation (Tone); 2) qualitative insights on how
the body perception and PA was afected by diferent metaphorical
sounds for participants in two diferent populations; and 3) a set of
design considerations regarding particular sound qualities and characteristics to inform future research on metaphorical sonifcations.
These contribute to the body of work on sensory feedback, and in
particular movement sonifcation [18, 25, 37, 40, 42] to alter body
perception. The novelty of our work lies in the use of metaphorical
sonifcations to address negative/distorted body perceptions in the
context of PA [3]. Prior works have used sonifcation to lead or
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help body movement (e.g., for informing and guiding movement)
in the context of rehabilitation or sports (e.g., [38]), or to enhance
body awareness in the context of movement exploration or art (e.g.,
[8]), without looking into body perceptions. Prior work addressing
negative body perceptions has been quantitative, in the form of
controlled laboratory studies [18]. Our work adopts a qualitative
approach, involving two diferent populations and contexts, interviews and body maps to ground the participant’s refection on the
sonifcations’ efect on body/movement perception and on the PA.
Our work also presents a methodological contribution regarding the use of BodyMaps. The Contextual Body Map departs from
previous depictions [10, 19, 27, 47, 49] in that it contextualizes the
silhouette in a particular movement exercise, which participants
in the AP Study said it enabled them to better ground particular
perceptions and feelings to specifc body parts or exercise phases.
Previous works have employed BodyMaps as a sensitizing and
individual refection tool for the participants or designers and researchers (e.g., [19, 47, 49]), rather than an active method to mediate
interviews. Our work extends these current uses through having
employed them to facilitate refection, to obtain at the same time
the participants’ impressions in a researchable format.
Our work presents limitations. Both studies conducted have centered on specifc strength and fexibility exercises, which worked
well with SoniBand’s metaphorical sonifcations. Several of the
perceived efects are underpinned by the cyclic nature of the exercises. Moreover, our work did not look for impact on adherence
or quantitative changes in PA. Future work is needed to explore
the sonifcations’ potential in other types of PA and contexts of use
(e.g., outdoors PA), to understand the technology adoption and the
potential efects on PA adherence. For instance, interesting future
research directions could be to study the efects of these metaphorical qualities and sound characteristics on longer exposure studies,
and evaluating long-term adherence to PA in real life contexts, in
order to support people that are physically inactive. Also, to further
explore and map sound characteristics and metaphorical qualities
to address barriers related to negative self-body perception.
Finally, our work is explorative and qualitative, with the aim of
elucidating in a nuanced way the impact of diferent metaphorical
sounds and their characteristics on body and movement perception
and PA; and identifying similarities and diferences between inactive and active people. As such, our goal is not generalizability of the
results, but rather to capture the qualitative relation between certain
sound qualities and characteristics, and salient efects. In particular,
we were interested in how the individual context (capabilities) and
interpretation of the metaphorical sounds contributed to form different perceptions of people’s own body and movement qualities.
We have articulated these relations as design considerations. Future
work (qualitative and quantitative) is needed to continue exploring
these and ultimately articulate a set of recommendations for movement sonifcation that can confdently efect a change in behavior
for inactive people. We envision our design considerations to ofer
a frst step towards that.
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